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Already an underground bestseller this powerful book of "messages" given by Mary, the Mother of

Jesus, to a Texas housewife is now available to a general audience in a beautiful hardcover edition.

Mary urges all people, regardless of culture or beliefs, to adopt a prayerful, spiritual attitude to help

heal the world, and to open their minds and hearts to God. She also predicts earth changes yet to

come.
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Annie Kirkwood is married to Byron Kirkwood and has three sons and two grandsons. Annie has

been a Licensed Vocational Nurse since 1965. She is currently writing a newsletter to support

Mary's Message to the World, and will soon start a series of talks and workshops. Annie has two

other books, Messages to Our Family, and Mary's Message of Hope. She enjoys painting and

playing a piano. Her husband, Byron, is the author of the book, Survival Guide for the New

Millennium.

Whether you believe it's Mary revealing these prophesies or not, it's the most extensive about what

is going to happen in the near future.If you observe clearly what is going on in the world now

economically, spiritually, and physically in nature, you will realize that we are in the 11th hour, and

need to begin making preparations just in case it is true. Those who do not, will have a rude

awakening when the frequency an intensity of nature keeps showing us her way of cleansing this



toxic earth. Do not be dismayed at the fact the dates for these changes have passed already by the

many who have predicted them earlier, because prayer and meditation are what has staved them

off a bit longer, so we can prepare, and so the tribulation time is shorter than planned.

Great read, I enjoyed the historical significance and Mary's personal discussion of her life giving

birth and raising Jesus.

You all need to read this book....

In light of everything going on in the world, this book will reaffirm the power of prayer. I would

recommend it to those who share a deep spiritual connection to God and those who are concerned

about the direction our country is heading.

Important message.

I loaned this to a friend some years ago and never got it back...was so thrilled to see it on  and at a

reasonable price. One of my all time favorites especially in these days. Do yourself a favorite and

read this soon!!

Jesus will be walking around on earth with us. There will be only love for 1000 years in this new era.

A whole new, much more advanced civilization and a healed earth.

I truly believe this is no hoax. If everyone would read this book, WE would all be in a better place

and a higher tolerance of the world around us. Pray for our Nation and the World.
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